11/15/13 Web Group Meeting Minutes

Present: Jennifer Rae, Arthur, Joshua, Amy, Molly, Kalli, Mary, Jordan

New FAL site, Updates
- The header and search box has the same look as the UA homepage. The heading colors have been changed. The word “search”’s text color will be changed.
- Arthur added our Libraries footer above the University’s mandatory footer.
- Our web pages are coded differently, so this has been (and will continue to be) a big undertaking.

UA Archive
- Amy asked for input on making the d-space repository more visible. It has been added now to the A-Z list and ideas about adding it to lists of collections were discussed. The group discussed other potential locations on the Libraries’ site where a direct link might be useful.
- Decision: Under the University Archive heading, the group decided to list:
  - Find Collections
  - Donate Collections
  The UARKive will be listed under the appropriate heading. This will make for better organization and make it easier for users to navigate.

- Arthur is going to make prototypes and Amy and Joshua Youngblood will review

Diversity
- The group discussed adding a Facebook feed, an RSS feed, or a news feed to the Diversity page to increase the “fresh” content and hopefully draw more visitors to the site.
- Decision: It seems like a news feed (like the one on the homepage) is the easiest to do now. Diversity committee members may be the ones to grab news to add to the site for now.
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